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TARS MEET OHIO WESLEYAN FRIDAY NIGHT
President Holt Dedicates Peace Monument on Campus ROLLINS FACES
Business Managers
Of Florida Schools
Hold Meeting Here

Ohio Wesleyan and
Rollins Alumni Will
Attend Homecoming

A meeting of the business managers of Florida schools and colleges will be held at Rollins on
Wednesday, November 16th. Harold Mutispaugh is chairman of the
meeting at which these purchasing
agents will meet. The speakers
include two from Rollins: Dr. Edwin Clarke and Treasurer E. T.
''• Unveiling Follows Armistice Brown. The other two speakers
^ Convocation; Gen. Andrews will be K. H. Graham, business
Is Principal Speaker
manager of the University of Florida and J. G. Kellum, business manI HOLT CITES NEED FOU ager of the Florida State College
ii INTERNATIONAL POLICE for Women.

Rollins and Ohio Wesleyan alumni will be entertained for the homecoming football game Friday. The
Rollins alumni will have their dinner at Beanery Friday evening,
while the Ohio Wesleyan Alumni
group will have their dinner at the
Orange Court in Orlando. Kay
Lewis Lehman is in charge.
Friday afternoon both aluimni
groups will be guests at Dr. Holt's
home for open house from 4:00 to
5:30 P. M.
After their respective dinners,
the alumni will have a reserved
section at the football game next
to the student section.

GERlTSHELL
IS SYMBOL OF

I Andrews Tells of Celebration
Of False Armistice
1 Climaxing the impressive Ar1 mistice Day services held Friday
in Knowles Memorial Chapel,
-' which were attended by the entire
« student and faculty bodies, as well
n as by numerous local resi^enta,
:'. President Hamilton Holt dedicated
I: an unusual and effective peace
i monument, which occupies a com:f manding position on the Rollins
1 campu? in front of the new Lyman
Hall.
" The monument, with its huge
German shell mounted on a massive triangular stone pedestal, ia
decidedly imposing, both in its artistic beauty and in its peace message, of which in dedicating the
monument Holt said it was probably the first attempt made to
carry out Victor Hugo's famous
prophecy, which is engraved on one
side of the stone pedestal, that "A
day will come when a cannon will
be exhibited in public museums
just as an instrument of torture
is now, and people will be astonished that such a thing could have

PARIIGIPfllES

MEET FBIDllY
Entire Group To Sing NovemDr. Hamilton Holt is pictured above with General Avery D. Andrews and members of the Orlando
ber 23 On Radio
post of the American Legion as he dedicated the mem orial to "eternal peace" following the Armistice Day College Professors Convene
Hour
At R o l l i n s To Read
Convocation ceremonies held in Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Scientific Papers
PREPARE FOR FESTIVAL Bob McFall Elected
Building Committee
Plans Program For MOVIES TO BE SHOWN
Head Of Committee
Bach Festival Will Be Given
Social Service Fund Many Exhibits Will Be Open
March 2 and 3
To The Public

The Rollins College A Cappella
Choir under the direction of Christopher Honaas, Director of the
Conservatory of Music, is preparing for one of the busiest seasons
it has known. The choir is rehearsing several important proEngraved on the front of the
grams
to be given before Christpedestal is the startling command
"Pause, passer-by, and hang your mas as well as rehearsing the muhead in shame," followed by the sic for the Bach Festival.
inscription "This Engine of deOn November 23, the choir will
struction, torture and death sym- participate in a special Thanksgivbolizes the prostitution of the in- ing service to be broadcast over
ventor, the avarice of the manufac- the Rollins radio hour from eight
turer, the blood-guilt of the states- to eight-thirty in the evening. The
: man, the savagery of the soldier music is completely appropriate
the perverted patriotism of the cit for the season and includes the
izen, the debasement of the hu- "Hallelujah Amen" chorus from
' man race; that it can be employed the "Judas Maccabaeus" of Handel,
as an instrument in defense o "Pi-aise to the Lord" by Christianliberty, justice and ri^ht in no wisi sen, and a Bach Chorale, "Thank
invalidates the truth of the wordi We Ali Our God." This same'prohere graven."
gram will be given for the college
on the Wednesday morning before
Holt Writes Inscription
The inscription was written by Thanksgiving.
I Dr. Holt, who was one of the orig
The annual Christmas service
inators of the League of Nations will be held the evening of Decemidea and who, for a generation, h; ber 14. This service will include
stood before the public as one of special Christmas anthems and muthe chief American advocates of sic provided as a background for
peace through justice.
the Nativity Tableau. In connec'
Dr. Holt secured the German tion with the Christmas program
shell last summer from Poultney there will be a broadcast from the
Bigelow, author, journalist, explor- Chapel from eight to eight-thirty
er, and intimate friend of Kaiser of the first part of the service.
Wilhelm. Mr. Bigelow had obtain- This will be the first time that a
ed several similar shells from the description of this impressive and
United States Government at the beautiful service will have been
conclusion of the World War, aft- given over the air.
er Germany, under the terms of
The Thursday afternoon carol
(Continued on page 3)
service on the 15th of December
will include carols from various
countries. The congregation will
join in the singing of a group of
familiar carols.
The present Bach choir, with the
chapel choir as a nucleus, includes
Dr. Phyllis H. Hutchings, in- singers from Winter Park, Orlando,
structor in astronomy at Rollins Pinecastle, Oviedo, Apopka, MaitCollege, spoke before a meeting of land, and Lake Alfred. This choir
the Amateur Astronomical Club of meets every Monday evening for
the Orlando Senior High School
harsal in the Knowles Memorial
Monday afternoon. Dr. Hutchings Chapel. This year, as in previous
chose as her subject, "Shooting years, outside units fom GainesStars," or Meteors, a timely sub- ville, Tampa, and Daytona Beach
ject since two "showers" of me- will also sing with the Bach choir.
teors are scheduled to occur dur- These groups are under the coning the month of November. The tant
supervision of Professor
first shower will occur between the Honaas although he cannot be
13th and the 15th of this month, present at all rehearsals.
and the second from the 17th to
The Bach Festival, which will be
the 24th. According to Dr. Hutch- given March 2 and 3, will include
ings, the meteors are best seen be'St. Matthew Passion" to be
tween midnight and dawn, when sung in its entirety. Cantata 140—
the observer is on the forward side Sleepers, Wake," and Cantata 50
of the earth in its trip around -"Now Shall the Grace." The
the sun.
soloists will be announce^ soon.

Dr. Hutchings Speaks
Before Astronomical
Club On "Meteors"

STATESCIENCE

Bob McFall was elected chairman of the Freshman Dance committee, which is composed of one
representative from each of t h e
fraternities and sororities, and two
representatives from the Independents. He in turn appointed committees to make arrangements for
necessary plans for the coming
dance.
Jeff Kennedy and Bob McFall
were appointed as a committee to
secure an orchestra; George Ehrlich, Evelyn Boland, Roberta McCormick, and Dick Kelly will make
arrangements for a place for the
dance to be held. Lillian Ryan will
take care of the necessary publicity. The decorations committee,
Bob McFall, Bruno Fedrizzi, Lillian Ryan, and Gwen Griffiths,
will be aided by other members of
the Freshman class appointed by
this committee.

ODK TO E N I E R I l
WESLEYAN SQUAD

Fuller Announces Extensive
Plans for Team's Stay
TEAM ARRIVES FRIDAY

Last year the Student Union
Building Committee raised $12,000
towards the erection of the proposed Student Union Building. On
the go already this year, the committee has collected $600 in cash
and pledges from the students who
entered this fall.
Well on the way toward the $50000 needed to complete the building, the committee, with Bill Scheu
at its head has made tentative
plans for an extensive program of
solicitation, beginning after Christmas, to include the citizens of
Orange County. The old students
will be approached again, and several large donations are expected
from friends of the college.
According to the plans outlined
by Chairman Scheu, work on the
building will begin on March 1 and
it is hoped that it will be completed in time to be dedicated by
the Spring dance given by the cl
of 1939.

Frances Willard Is
Honored At Service
Given By Alpha Phis

Plans for an extensive reception
and entertainment program for the
members of the Ohio Wesleyan
football party during their brief
sojourn in central Florida this
weekend, arranged by Omicron
Delta Kappa, official hosts to the
visiting Ohio gridders, were announced today by George Fuller,
president of the Rollins College
chapter of the honorary national
men's activities fraternity.
Dean Arthur D. Enyart, faculty
advisor to the local ODK chapter
and an alumnus of Ohio Wesleyan
University, will greet the Battling
Bishops in Jacksonville when they
arrive there Thursday morning
After spending the night in Jacksonville with the squad. Dean
yart will accompany the party to
Winter Park Friday, where they
are scheduled to arrive at noon.
Fuller revealed that the ODK'
would be on hand in a body to
greet the visiting Ohio Wesleyan
gridders along with an expected
large turnout of students and the
newly-uniformed, forty-p.'ece Rollins band. After packing the
members of the Buckeye state
football party into cars, the ODK's
will show the visitors about the
campus and then take them on over
to their hotel in Orlando.
Although the Battling Bishops
will be secluded during the afternoon and up until time for their
homecoming day battle with the
Rollins Tars Friday night, each
member of the team will be presented with a bag of Florida
oranges, the gift of the local Gentile Brothers fruit packing firm,
and an attractive homecoming football program as souvenirs of their
visit when they step into their

The Alpha Phis held a commemorative service in the Chapel Monday honoring Frances Willard, past
national president of Alpha Phi.
She was the instigator of the W.
C. T. U., dean of women at Northwestern University, and started
the honor system in school government. During the service, J u n e
Mutispaugh gave a reading about
Miss Willard.

The honorary men's fraternity
will also maintain an information
desk in the lobby of their hotel during their stay and will have a numMr. George C. Holt, Director of
ber of cars placed at the party's Admissions, recently spoke at the
Darlington Preparatory School in
Saturday morning, the Ohio grid- Rome, Georgia. His subject was
ders will have their choice of three Rollins and its advantages. Mr.
trips to points of interest in Cent- Holt was accompanied by M r s .
ral Florida. They may either make Holt and Mrs. Angela Campbell.
a trip up the Wekiwa River to the They returned to Winter Park by
automobile last week.
(Continued on Page 5)

Drama Department
Gives Informal Tea
The weekly informal tea given
by the English department last
Friday afternoon in the Woolson
House from four until six was under the supervision of t h e dramatic division.
Tea was served to a large number of faculty and students. Presiding at the tea table were Mrs.
Donald Allen a n d Mrs. Howard
Bailey, assisted by two students,
Miss Alice Elliott and Miss Augusta Yust.
A cordial invitation to at t e n d
these teas is extended by the English department to a l l English,
speech or dramatic art majors and
to all other students who are interested.

Kappas To Award
Three Fellowships
Applications are now in order
for the three $500 graduate fellowships which Kappa Kappa Gamma
women's fraternity has annually
awarded since 1935.
Application blanks may be obtained from your dean of
The fellowships go to
graduates of any college or university in which Kappa has chapters, and are awarded regardless of
fraternity or non-fraternity membership.
In the four years since their inauguration, three have been won
by non-fraternity women and two
by members of other women's panhellenic fraternities.
Mrs. R. L. George of 6233 N. E.
35th St., Seattle, Washington, is
Kappa's chairman of fellowships.
Any questions concerning them
may be addressed to her.

George Holt Talks
At Darlington School

Scientists from all sections of
the state of Florida will gather at
Rollins College on November 17,
18, and 19, to participate in the
third annual meeting of the Florida Academy of Sciences.
These professors and teachers of
biology, chemistry, physics and astronomy will present to the assembled group new discoveries and
discuss new developments and perplexing problems in this f i e l d .
Many exhibits will be shown to the
public, but due to the small class
rooms only members of the Academy and'students especially interested in science will be permitted
to participate in these discussions.
All interested persons may attend
the discussions in the Annie Russell Theatre.
Scientific instruments will be exhibited by Phipps and Bird, Inc.,
of Richmond, Va., and by Spencer
Lens Co., of Buffalo, New York.
Scientific books in m a n y fields
will be displayed by the Florida
Book Co., of Gainesville.
Dr. Guy Waddington, associate
professor of Chemistry at Rollins,
is the chairman of the local committee making arrangements f o r
this state science meeting. Members of the Academy and guests
are requested to register at the
Annie Russell Theatre as soon as
possible after arriving. Special
rates available by making reference to the meeting of the Florida
Academy of Sciences have be e n
arranged at the Hamilton Hotel in
Winter Fark, and the Fort Gatlin
and Angebilt Hotels in Orlando.
Special field trips h a v e be e n
planned for Thursday afternoon,
November 15, to Wekiwa Springs
and Nature's Mystery, Gentile
Brothers Packing House, the Orlando Municipal Airport, and an
inspection of the Winter Pa r k
lakes. Full information on these
trips will be available at the registration desk at the Annie Russell
Theatre.
On Friday morning from 9:30 to
11:10 a. m. a general session will
be held at the Annie Russell Theatre with President R. I. Allen preding at which the scientists will
present papers they have written.
Motion pictures on the Marine
Studios at St. Augustine and Florida Institute at Silver Springs will
be shown from 11:10 a .m. to 12:15
. at the Annie Russell Theatre. After an hour and a half intermission for luncheon, the scien(Continued on page 2)

BISHOPS FOB
Visitors Slightly Favored
After Last Year's
Victory
TURK, BRANKERT HURT
Dean Enyart, Wesleyan Alum,
Will Greet Players
By Wendy Davis
Sandspur Sports Editor
Dean A r t h u r D. Enyart's
"dream" of a football game between his alma mater, Ohio Wesleyan, and his present college affiliation, Rollins, again becomes real
Friday night when the Battling
Bishops invade Orlando's Tinker
Field terrain for the second of a
two game home and home series
Friday night in a contest that will
find two friendly rivals mixing in
offensive warfare of the keenest
description.
The battle Friday night, intersectionally prominent, will be witnessed by a crowd expected to tax
the seating and standing capacity
of the small stadium to its greatest extent, and will be a Homecoming game for Ohio Wesleyan and
Rollins alumni alike.
Probably never before in the history of Rollins football has such
an important game been carded in
this section. For Rollins, although
administrative and athletic departments both discount the theory
that Rollins would like to go "big
time" in football, nevertheless the
winning of this encounter, especially after the loss to the same
club a year ago, would gain national recognition, something which
both bodies, the administration and
the athletic department, would not
discourage.
For Ohio Wesleyan, the loss of
this forthcoming contest would be
a blow to their hopes of national
football prestige, which in recent
years they have attempted to reach
through the scheduling of s u c h
teams as Pittsburg, Michigan,
Syracuse, Army and others.
And so, as the fanfare of pub'licity, proposed entertainment, and
Homecoming reaches its maximum
height for the season of 1938, the
dream of Dean Enyart materializes into something even greater
than the lordly Rollins "number
one fan" ever could hope for.
With Dean Enyart at its head,
ODK, men's national honorary
leadership fraternity, will welcome
Ohio Wesleyan's squad into Winter
Park Friday noon to the blare of
the Rollins band and then hustle
the Battling Bishops over to their
Orlando hotel headquarters where
they will rest previous to the
night's engagement. The Bishops
arrive in Jacksonville Thursday,
where they plan a short and light
workout to shake out the kinks
from their long journey.
. Friday begins a week-end of athletic and social entertainment for
many alumni and undergraduates
of Rollins and Ohio Wesleyan. Tea
dances, fraternity house dances, a
President Hamilton Holt reception,
(Continued on page 6)

Phillips W i l l Direct
Christmas Drive For
Social Service Fund
Tommy Phillips was appointed
head of the Christmas Fund Drive
by George Fuller, the chairman, at
the last meeting of the Chapel
Staff. Matt Ely will serve as his
assistant. This annual drive is for
the purpose of raising money to
be used in social work in the college, the community, and elsewhere. Tommy will appoint his
own committee to work with him
and will announce his plans for the
drive shortly.

THE

ROLLINS

ISdCIALUICUUCMTS

Heih Hitler; Wears Six Different
Uniforms A Day In German Prep School

STATESCIENCE

"German students feel that Hitler has done many great things for
their country," disclosed John
Hageman, freshman from Long
Island, N. Y. And John should
know, for in 1936 he was the only
American student enrolled at
College Professors Convene Orienstein, in Dietz, Germany.
Orienstein is one of the eight poAt R o l l i n s To Read
litical military schools established
Scientific Papers
in Germany, and is similar to
America's West Point.
(Continued from page 1)
As an exchange student from
tists will again gather in the Annie Tabor Academy in Marion, MassaRussell Theatre to continue thi
chusetts, John went immediately
presentation of papers. The biol- into the home of a German family
ogists will meet in Room 523 whose son, in turn, came to the
Knowles Hall with Chairman L. Y. U.S.A. Here he obtained first-hand
Dyrenforth presiding from 3:30 to knowledge of the country and peo5:00 in order that they may pre- ple about whom we have read so
sent information and read papers much lately.
on the biological sciences.
"There were four hundred boys
The psychological group will in school with me," John went on
meet in room 509 Knowles H a l l to say. Every young man who
from 3:30 to 5:00, with Professor possesses ambition, strength of
C. P. Heinlein presiding, to dis- character, loyalty, and who is phycuss information and present pa- sically fit is "enlisted" in these
pers on psychology.
preparatory schools. Tuition is
An informal banquet will be held paid according to the income of
in the assembly room of the Ange- their parents; thus it is not a quesbilt Hotel in Orlando from 6:00 to tion of finances. Each boy is made
8:00 with Charlotte B. Buckland, to believe that he will become an
Vice-President of the Academy as officer in the army, which, as John
toastmaster. Dr. Hamilton Holt says, is ridiculous, for no one would
will give the welcoming address want to be soldiers.
and Robert I. Allen, President of
Nevertheless, every German rethe Academy, will give the retir- spects and praises Hitler.
In
ing address. Presentation of the school, students click their heels
Achievement Medal for 1937 will be together and give the Nazi salute
made by W. S. Phillips, chairman before and after each class. Hitler
of the committee for 1937. On Sat- is the man of the hour to all his
urday from 8:30 to 10:00 the biol- countrymen. When John Hageman
ogists will again meet in room attended the Olympics he caught
523 Knowles Hall which L. Y. Dyglimpse of Germany's mighty
renforth will have charge of, to dictator across the stadium.
continue presentation of papers.
s Orienstein is a military
At the same time t h e physical school, John had to spend several
science section will gather in room hours every day drilling. His day
509 Knowles Hall with Chairman
in at 6:15 A. M. when Reveille
B. P. Reinsch to further the disblown on the bugle. Thirty-six
cussion on the physical sciences. boys slept in a room with him —
th all windows closed. "The GerThe general session will be held
ms seemed afraid of fresh air,"
in the Annie Russell Theatre from
10:30 to 11:40 with President Allen commented John. Quickly donning
e of his six uniforms, he hastened
presiding, to discuss any unfinishto the courtyard of the "onceed topics in the science field, after
which a short business session upon-a-time" castle. Here assemfrom 11:45 to 12:15 will be held in bly and inspection were held bethe Theatre. At 12:15 a Council fore breakfast. After breakfast,
;es.
The academic periods
meeting will be held at which time
both new and retiring members are lasted from eight until twelvethirty noon. Each course was reasked to attend.
quired by all students; hence there
'- no electives as we have at
Mr. Dwight W. Sullivan, husband of Emily Burks Sullivan, '35, Rollins. Several army officers aldied October 24th, following a ma- ternated in teaching a class in orjor operation. Mr. and Mrs. Sul- der to allow one or more to remain
duty or to take charge of drill.
livan lived in New York City.

MEETFeiDAy

These militaristic
in the afternoon and were followed
by participation in two sports daily
—swimming and crew, track and
football, or boxing and fencing.
Students had the evenings free
to themselves, with few I'estrictions. Usually they gathered together and joked over a glass of
beer or walked along the banks of
the Lahn River. Germans spend
very little for amusements. Most
of their movies are German trans
lations of American films. Wher
John was there he saw Jean Harlow in "China Seas" and heard her
lines spoken in German
"As for girls," ventured John,
"well, a German boy doesn't think
of going out with a girl as we do
here in America unless he intends
to marry her."

Holt and Anderson
Entertain Members
Of Medical Staff

Alpha Phi Sorority
Honor District Head
At*Coronado Beach
The Alpha F'hi sorority entertained at the Pelican last weekend
in honor of its district governor,
Mrs. Sibyl March Laughlin. Most
of the group attended the movies
on Saturday night. The guests
were Mrs .Laughlin, Marge Beyer,
Jeanne Brantmann, Margo Colvin,
Diddy Hannahs, Janet Harrington,
J.ean Herbert, Lynn Leonard, Marge
McQueen, Dana Miller, Peg Northen, Anne Oldham, Peggy Oldham,
Lillian Ryan, Betty Scott, Betty
Tomlinson, Mary Trendle, Patricia
Van Schoiack, and Kitty Wynne.
Phi Mu
The Alpha Omega chapter of Phi
Mu gave an after dinner coffee for
the Chi Omegas and their pledges
last Tuesday evening. The Phi Mu
pledges served cookies and mints
to the guests. This is one in a

President Holt and Dean Anderson entertained the consulting
medical staff at t h e Commonsi
Monday evening, November 14th.
Those on the medical staff are: Dr.
Meredith Mallory, associate college
physician; Dr. Duncan T. McEwan
and Dr. J. S. Chapell, surgeons;
Dr. Louis M. Orr, II, urologist; Dr.
H. A. Day and Dr. C. J. Collins,
gynecologists; Dr. Hewitt Johnston and Dr. Hollis C. Ingram,
ophthalmogists and otolaryngologists.
Also present were: Dr. Robert A.
Wise, director of the Student
Health Service; Dean Arthur D.
Enyart, dean of men; Dean Christine Balazs, dean of women; Miss
Weber, women's physical education
director; Jack McDowall, men's
physical education director; Mr.
Alex Waite and Dr. Thurston
Adams.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
The Delta Epsilon chapter announces the pledging on Sunday
November 13 of Jean Herbert and
Margaret Anne Martin.

WELCOME
To the old grads, Visitors
and Students. A pennant
SPECIAL for you.

$1.49
Welcome, Old Grads, to Homecoming

The R. F. Leedy Co
Down Town

DATSON
Dairies, Inc.
Two deaf old folks met at a reunion and were talking
over kid times. Said the old lady to the old man:
"Do you remember how we used to play together when
we were young, and how I used to spank you when
you didn't behave?"
"Heh? Oh, yes; you would hardly recognize the old
place now, would you?"
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Safe, Pasteurized Dairy
Products

Well, Rollins certainly has changed a lot and perhaps
you wouldn't recognize it now, but
here
BAKER'S are still catering to the well dressed Rollins' men, as always. We'll welcome the opportunity
to greet you.

series of entertainments which the
Phi Mus are giving to the other
sororities on campus.
Frances Whittaker, Dorothy Ciccarelli, Gwen Griffiths, Moralle
Haley and Daphne Banks, spent
Saturday in Jacksonville attending
the Florida-Georgia football game.
Pi Beta Phi
Last Wednesday, the pledges of
Pi Beta Phi gave an after-dinner
coffee for the pledges of Alpha Plii
and Phi Mu sororities. Shirley
Herman poured.
Thursday evening, November 10,
the active members of Phi Beta
Phi gave a dinner in Mayflov^er
Hall in honor of Dean Balazs. Mrs.
Wilcox and Joan Jenkins, president of the pledges were also present.
Gamma Phi Beta
The Gamipa Phi Beta Founders
day was celebrated with a banquet
in the college commons Thursday
evening, November 10. Members
of the sorority, alumnae and pledges were present. Ann Roper acted
as toastmistress.
Mrs. M. M.

When Christmas Comes
Your friends will be delighted
to receive personal Christmas
greetings
Correctly imprinted with your

The Sea Gull
Gift Shop
152 E. Park Ave. Winter Park

Under new management
Newly remodeled

Smith, Jr., state chairman of the
reunions reported alumnae celebrations in Miami, Jacksonville,
Tampa, St. Petersburg and Daytona. The pledges entertained with
an original song.
Alumnae present were Mrs. Winslow Anderson, Miss Ethel Enyart.
Mrs. A. E. Dick, Miss Helen
Moore, Miss Aroxie Hagopian, Mrs.
RR. Maguire, Mrs. W. Tope, Mrs.
C. Jennings, Miss Jewel Lewter,
Mrs. T. F. Henderson, Mrs. M. M.
Smith, Jr., and Helen Henderson
Welsh.
Gamma Phi Beta, founded at Syracuse University, November 11
1874 is one of the oldest and most
conservative of college sororities
There are forty-six chapters in the
U. S. and Canada. The word "s(
rority" coined for t h e Gamm
Phis by a Syracuse Greek profei
sor at the time of its founding.
Jane:—"I must
so I'm buying cheap stockings."
Ann:—"That's foolish — stockings don't have to be expensive
to be good—they have to be
the right kind."

Hough's Food Shop

QUALITY FOODS

Welcome Rollins
Alumni and Visitors

Quaker Hosiery is always
the right kind.

Grover Morgan

HOSIERY SHOP
THE RITZ
BEAUTY SALON

now used generally to denote women's fraternal organizations.
After the banquet ceremonies
were held for the pledging of Virginia Kingsbury of Yonkers, New
York, of Caroline Lewis of Niles,
Ohio, of Betty Stevens of Niles,
Ohio, and of Marguerite Lucas,
Philadelphia.

Hosiery - Lingerie - Access
Beacham Tlieatre Bide.

JEWELER
Colonial Store
E. Park Ave.

Winter Park

123 E. Morse Blvd. Winter Park
Phone 427-J

Orlando Lmen & Towel Supply Co.
INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
Orlando, Florida
Phone 5861

YOU PAY NO MORE
FOR

Certified
Drycleaning
And you have the satisfaction of knowing your
clothes are hygenically clean. Our drycleaning is certified and guaranteed by Good Housekeeping as advertised, therein.

COMPANY IS COMING THIS
WEEK-END!
Will your car be in tip-top shape?

Washed, polished, lubricated by checkchart? Have it done by experts—

STORAGE AND SERVICE

College Garage
210 W. Fairbanks

Phone 11;

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

PRESSING WHILE YOU WAIT

THE NEW MERCURY 8

R. C. BAKER

TWO NEW FORDS
NOW BEING SHOWN BY

C<^^i!^9
Holiday Greeting Cards for You!
We now have almost any type of Christmas Greeting card you might want—from the elaborate steel die
engraved folder type to the inexpensive brilliant assorted sets. In this selection you can be sure to find
a card to meet your need. And if you can't, a member
of our staff will gladly help you design a card that is
original, effective and economical. Why not call in
next week and talk Christmas cards with us ?

THE

ORANGE

WEST MORSE BLVD.

PRESS
TELEPHONE NO. 1

Heintzelman's Inc.

A waist-length cardigan of devastating chic! It's
THE vogue! And you will look adorable in it!

Livingston and State,
Orlando, Fla.

LERWICK TWEEDS
Suits, plaids and plain fabrics

JACKETS, SKIRTS
You are cordially invited to inspect these beautiful

All the new colors, purples, sparlcling wine!

new cars and also the new

1939 LINCOLN ZEPHYR V-12
"The Style Leader"

Frances Slater Shop
San Juan Building

Orlando
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THE ROLLINS

Appearing Now at the Baby Grand

SANDSPUR

Text of Andrew's Convocation Address
(Continued from page 1)

Talks on English Tradition
Of Ancient Times
APPLIES TO PRESENT
^

Dr. Evelyn Newman was the
speaker in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel last Sunday. Her address
was entitled "Christ and the Table
Round." The entire service was
linked together so that her talk
threaded itself with the hymnand poems which were read m
place of the New Testament and
the Responsive Reading. The hymn
that was sung- directly before the
sermon was William' Blake't,
"Jerusalem" and it was the background and theme of Dr. Newman's talk.
In England there is an ok
legend that Christ lived there, that
he worked in the tin and iron mills,
and they have even uncovered a
canoe such as He might have travelled in. There are many ancient
ruins of monuments which have
become sacred through the years'
linkage of them with this legend.
This first great life was destroyed
by the death of Christ on Calvary;
but the ideals have lived on after
the event and caused an advancement in the world, even though the
end was tragic for the individual.
This seeming defeat was followed
by another un authenticated legend,
that of King Arthur and his Round
Table. This glorious group also
had a tragic end, but it too left
civilization a step higher after its
inglorious end. Through the generations that have passed since the
beginnings of these legends there
have been many such Table-Round
circumstances, ending in defeat
but leaving higher ideals. In our
generation we have seen yet another — the League of Nations at
Geneva. This last Table has been
defeated by the nations dividedly.
But just as every Calvary has been
survived by an ideal that progressed with each fall, so will it
be even with the fall of the I^eague.
Dr. Newman ended this talk with
the quotation of the hymn previously sung.

Mkkey^ Rooney and Wallace Beery in "Stablcmatcs'*

RE VIE WS and PRE VIEWS
Bette Davis did a beautiful piece
of work in "The Sisters." Her portrayal as the wife of a weak and
habitual drunkard was exciting to
see.
The whole picture was beautifully directed. We followed the
marital life of three sisters for
four years. We saw the difficulties that each encountered and the
manner in which they surmounted
these difficulties. Errol Flynn we
felt was perfectly capable in his
part. Anita Louise was as lovely
as ever and managed to act better
than we have ever seen her before. Warner Brothers is to be
congratulated on their production
of "The Sisters" and also t h e y
should be thankful for having in
their ranks the very, very accomplished Miss Davis.

the Armistice, had; surrendered
vast quantity of guns and amm
nition to the Allies.
In a brief address after the u
veiling of the shell, Dr. Holt discussed the subject closest to his
heart, that of international peace
and good-will among nations.
Wants International Police
Advocating an international police force as an insurance of world
peace instead of competitive armed forces between the nations, he
declared that the problem of armament is how to reduce the force of
aggression to international police
and keep it ther, "for defense will
automatically cease when the danger of aggression has passed."
"Until the nations establish an
international police, armaments
must ever symbolize the debasement of the human race," Dr. Holt
said, "for how can man be just:
fied in acting like the brutes when
he has been endowed by his Creator with the God-like attribute of

Gen. Andrews Speaks
Speaking before the assembled
students, faculty and townspeople
at the Armistice memorial service
in Knowles Memorial Chapel Brigadier General Avery D. Andrews,
one of the country's highest ranking army officers, spoke of t h e
deep significance of the Armistice
and the great changes in the history of the world which have followed it.
"Perhaps the most outstanding
result so far of the World War,"
said General Andrews, "is the almost universal fear and dread of
war caused by it among the peoples of the earth.
"Formerly war was a m a t t e r
which directly and chiefly concerned the soldiers at the front. The
civil population at home, except
when invaded by the enemy, carried on their usual occupations and
were immune from shot and shell.
Now not only must every working
man and woman be mobilized in a

to Remember" and "The Citidel."
Both of these pictures deal with
the medical profession and are
rated high. "The Citadel" was taken from the book of the same name
and stars Robert Donat and Rosalind Russell. It was made in England and was directed by K i n g
Vidor. "A Man to Remember" was
more or less turned out as a B
picture costing around |119,000 to
produce. It was an instant hit,
much to the surprise of RKO, and
Edward Ellis, as the doctor, it is
said, is excellent.

"Should the time come, however,
'when nations shall beat their
swords into ploughshares and their
spears into pruning hooks, and
war shall be no more,' then it will
be in order to put this monument
in a historical museum and set up
another monument glorifying a
shell as a symbol of police power
sanctioning law, order and justice,
"But as long as it is used for
aggression and not for the m
tenance of law," he declared, "it
must be something the contempl;
tion of which will cause every right
thinking man and woman to hang
The Florida State Junior Cham- their heads in shame."
ber of Commerce endorsed the plan
of Burton H. Schoepf for citrus
juice at 5c per glass, and will work
through its local groups throughTypewriter Headquarters
"Stablemates" blows into the vi- out the state to get all merchants
cinity some time this week. If to cooperate.
Sales and Service
you are a fan of either Wallace
All Makes Used Typewriters
Beery or Mickey Rooney this picture should be right up y o u r
BOOK WEEK
alley. Personally we like the pic- BOOK WEEK
tures that these two actors have
appeared in separately rather than
Celebrate with us!
in their combined efforts. Any19 E. Pine St., Orlando
Wed. Nov. 16
o
way, "Stablemates" is the story M
Phone 4822
of a broken down veterinarian and w
o
a boy that is very fond of a sick ^ Mrs. Garner, author of
^
horse. Put two and two together 1^ "Ezekiel" will be with
^
The students who participated in
and you have "Stablemates." This O „„
H
this service were Robert Lado,
picture is more or less on the order
H
Elsie Moore, Walter Royall and
of "The Champ." For those who
Blanche G. Fishback, '35.
are the weeping type we advise a
good supply of handkerchiefs.
BOOK WEEK
BOOK WEEK

Lucy Little
"The College Florist"

MISS LEONA TORREY
Notary Public—
Public Stenographer
Dictation and typing of essays
and manuscripts. Correct English and spelling.
Angebilt Hotel, M.
Orlando

Davis Office Supply

The Bookery

Wear a Gold and Blue
Chrysanthemum to
the Homecoming
game!

supreme effort to supply the huge
quantities of munitions required by
a modem army, but today no man,
woman or child, young or old, rich
or poor, c a n be wholly immune
from injury or destruction by air."
Undoubtedly this fact has greatly increased the dread of war, declared General Andrews, and has
produced important psychological
developments t h r o u g h o u t the
world.
Germany Not Defeated
In considering the present attitude of the German people, he said,
much of the emotional appeal and
partisan propaganda by means of
which Hitler became dictator, was
based upon the claim that Germany
was not really
World War.

The Baby Grand is showing
"Garden of the Moon" Thursday
and Friday. This is a Warner musical and deals with a feud between the manager and the band
leader. Pat O'Brien is the manager and a new actor, John Payne,
is the band leader. The latter has
been receiving good notices and
several critics think he is ",uite
promising. See what you th?nk,
Johnnie Davis is in this also.
Keep your eyes open for "A Man

At TOMMIE'S
You will find everything to eat, drink and to amuse
yourself in our recreation parlor.
So let's all go to TOMMIE'S for an honest-to-goodness hamburger and Frosted Malt:
6 oz. cup
5c
12 oz. cup
10c
Fresh Daily

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
CREAM

"Beauty is a duty"
Phone 66

is served exclusive
in the Beanery,

AND MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT NOW

for the Homecoming and
Rollins Visitors who will be
looking at YOU!

EDA'S BEAUTY
SHOP
E. Park Ave. Winter Park
THRILLS! HEARTTHROBS!
Roaring Laughter! As the star of "Boy's Town" teams with
"The Champ."

FOR A COLORFUL FALL
WARDROBE

''''Buick's the Beauty"
Only a Buick dealer can give
BUICK service.
We represent the factory

Where ever you go,
Whatever you do,
Co-ed, career girl, or social gadabout,
there's a colorful gown to give a lift to
your spirits and a dash to your personality.
YOU WILL FIND THIS AT

We invite you to inspect our
service department at your
convenience. Cars are gladly
called for and delivered.

Orange-Buick Co.
330 N. Orange

Town and Country
Shop
Angebilt Building

Orlando

Phones 6144-5

ill

"The German armies were allowed to march homeward under
their own colors, commanded by
their own officers and were greeted by cheering crowds. The people, under military censorship, had
received but little news of the war
other than that of German victorComplete Surrender
General Andrews pointed out
that General Pershing had strongly
urged that the Allies should de(Continued on page 6)

Duke University
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be
taken consecutively (graduation in
three and one-quarter years) or
three terms may be taken each
year (graduation in four years).
The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and three
years of college work, including the
subjects specified for Class A medical schools. Catalogues and application forms may be obtained
from the Admission Committee.
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comed and will be printed under "letters to
the editor." Any letters that contain personal digs will be torn lip. Every letter must
be signed in full by the writer but the name
will be omitted in the printing if the author
so requests.
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We're Still Picking Sandspurs
Perhaps people don't take the editorials
in this paper seriously. Perhaps they don't
even read them; but when we wrote an editorial asking that the intramural touchfootball field, commonly referred to as the
"Sandspur Bowl," be rid of all the sandspurs,
we were not writing merely to fill up space.
It is ridiculous to think that a college
would use the mild climate as an excuse to
put its athletic program on an out-of-door
basis and then allow students to play in a
veritable briar patch. True, the field is kept
mowed, but since only half of the game is
played with the feet on the ground, players
are picking little barbs from their skin for
weeks after each game.
We know that it is possible to have a
field free of sandspurs. The horseshoe is
without them. So let's have a little action;
we're tired of picking sandspurs from our
not too tough hide.

Once a year the opportunity comes for
the alumni of Rollins to return to t h e i r
Alma Mater and view the progress that has
been made since their graduation.
This week the college has arranged a
special show for the alumni with the RollinsOhio Wesleyan football game. It will b
rare opportunity for the graduates to see
their team in action against one of the better
Ohio squads. We are sure that all those who
can, will attend the contest Friday night.
On behalf of the student body, the Sandspur wishes to take this chance of welcoming
back all the graduates of Rollins. Alumni,
the college is yours once again. Don't pay
any attention to the young upstarts you see
scurrying about the campus as if they were
about to go to a class; they just work here.
This is your chance to take advantage of
the fact that you're back at Rollins and you
don't have to do any studying. So, welcome
back and have a good time!

business Manager
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Advertising Commissioner
„ „...Circulation Manager
Asst. Circulation Manager
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Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, wellTS'itniied yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
ts gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and t?ierefore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be found ufon investigation
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

The College Try
Rollins football fans who saw tlie game
with the University of Havana Saturday
night were somewhat disappointed to see
the Tars playing a listless game.
As far as the press was concerned, the
Tars were outplayed in every department of
the game, but to those who know the team
and what they are capable of the Rollins
squad looked like a professional outfit that
had fixed the score before the game was under way. The pathetic thing was that in the
last quarter when the home boys tried to
score, they couldn't. Oh top of that they
came very close to defeat when the Cubans
almost won with a field goal in the final
frame. We would have liked to have seen
what would have happened if the goal were
made. Perhaps the Blue and Gold would
have comfe back in the last minutes to score
the winning touchdown, but let us see how
they might haV^'done it. Not by passes,
because we were definitely weak on passes.
Not on line plunges, because the Cuban line
was holding well and they would have dug
down deeper in the last few minutes to ward
off any touchdown threats. Then perhaps
we could have scored on wide end runs,
but no, Sammy Hardman was the only back
to run up any yardage and on several occasions he was tackled from behind. Then it
must follow that we probably could not
have won that game if the Cuban's field goal
had been successful, unless . . . unless, the
Rollins men purposely were taking it easy.
We can't believe they would do that, for
the game isn't woftth while if you don't
play to win with all you have . . . the college
try. People laugh at that little phrase but
there's a lot in it. At any rate, the Cubans
played a good ball game.

Any Complaints?
Since the editorial page of any newspaper
is the melting pot of complaints by both the
editor and the readers we would like to extend to the student body at Rollins and to
our other readers the opportunity of registering their likes and dislikes in print on this
page.
All constructive criticism will be wel-

HUNTOML. OOAfNS,
EDITOE-N-CUIEFOFTHE
PAPER AT VA.POLYIN?r.
KUOWSUIS W O BROTHERS INTO THIS POSITION. BRO. CHARLES
HOD t r i M 37-38
AND JOiW U

Welcome Alumni!

Business Staff
Edna Pearl Harmon
Thomas Costello,
Ann Roper

LAST DOWNS ?

INTERCOLLEGIATE

f>l5ES, ROBERT AA.
HUTCKINS
i
OF CHICAGO, WON
THE DEFOREST
ORATORICAL PRIZE
AT Y A L E
AS HAD HIS FATHER.
6ER)RE HIAA.'

This program will a p p e a r
each week. Clip it and keep
it in your mirror for convenient
reference.

,. Marion Russ went to her home
in" Tgmpa to spend the week-end.
Fay Bigelow spent Saturday and
Sunday at her home in New Smyr-

THIS WEEK

Marelle Haley visited at her
home in Wildwood during the
week-end.
Ollie Wittmer and Jack Myers
spent Saturday and Sunday at St.
Petersburg.
Peggy Cass spent the week-end
at her home in Haines City.
Fran Jones, Skippy Arnold, and
George Clarke were the guests of
Monty Schoenthaler at his home
at Winter Haven.
Marilyn Smith, Ruth Hill, a n d
Wilma Heath spent Saturday and
Sunday at the home of Marilyn's
family in Melbourne.
Martha Kithcart went to Jacksonville for the week-end.
Jane Russell spent Saturday and
Sunday with her mother at her
home in Rockledge.
Tappy Porcher went to her home
in Rockledge for the week-end.
Daphne Banks spent the weekend at her home in Eustis.

BABY GRAND
Beginning Wednesday 17th
Wednesday and Thursday
A swing line laugh hit!
"GARDEN OF THE MOON"

Saturday, Sunday and. Monday
Thrills and roaring laughter as
the star of "Boy's Town is
teamed with "The Champ."
MICKEY ROONEY
WALLACE BEERY
"STABLEMATES"
Tuesday and Wednesday
Barbara STANWYCK
Henry FONDA
'THE MAD MISS MANTON'

"SUBMARINE PATROL"

ALICE SALON IDEAL

OOT NOTE
By Jess Gregg
Though not at all discontent, it
must be admitted that the upper
classmen are surprised at this
year's batch of Cloverleafillies.
There is not a true sophistocate in
the bunch, and as yet, no notice
that any are engaged. It seems
that this year's crop of co-eds
would rather go-study than gosteady.
Students are giggling at the almost personal way Dr. Kinsler
takes lovely Shirley Levis' vacuous
knowledge of Physics. After several consecutive I don't know's
from Shirley, the good doctor
blurted forth in discarded lover
tones, "Miss Levis — don't you

Womanhood, we plan to start a
"Lily-White
and
Baby-Breath
Dept." next week. To contain the
latest news of Shirley Temple,
recipes from Mrs. Haggerty, the
newest embroidery patterns, as
well as some homey philosophy
from your correspondent.
Friday night, Bette McCutcheon
was twenty years old. One would
scarcely believe it, for presiding
over the party, she looked as naive
and thrilled as an eight year old.
And almost happier looking was
Number One Man Scanlon who
fairly outdid himself with glee.
We have been threatened, dear
gentle reader. One of the more
printable ones came from cunning
Butch Enquist who suggests he
will do us dire dirt if we mention
him here again. All of which signifies that either Butch is a sensitive and shy lad, or it is an awfully
coy way of saying "please put me
in print some more."

They call him Kasanova Kurvin.
Ruthie Hill one night. Rachel Harris the next. Kitty Wynne, the
third; and Pinky gazing into the
Recently one student suggested to an- eyes of each with equal ardor.
other that they ask for an open forum in a Most ridiculous outfit of the
classroom to discuss the three existing sys- year was worn by Ben Cook at the
tems of government. Fascism, Communism Hay Ride t'other night. With a
Love's Sweet Song Dept.
and Democracy. Tne second student replied high-necked sweater to his hips, This is triangle week.
that such a forum would not be feasible be- and a turned-up-in-front green hat
Dick Camp and Jack Justice are
cause no professor would permit it for fear he looked like a rah-rah boy of not in dead-heat for the smiles of Anne
later that 1901.
&f being labeled disadvantageously.
Anthony.
That stunning Alpha Phi-line
The plan was suggested in good faith Quizically Raised Eyebrow
critter has the campus, not to menwith the thought of stimulating interest in
Dept.
tion two young men, guessing.
affairs which vitally concern American students not only in the present, but which cer- The scarcely frigid Martha Frost First it is Al Brandon she is sharing
cigarettes and under-lash
tainly play terrific roles in their future lives. has been amazing people with glances
with. Then Pappy Daunis.
fabulous fingernails THIS long.
This situation in many universities of to- Actually they are as long as they
Evelyn Boland, sighted with
day is not only undemocratic but even has are red, as red as they are smooth, Buck Johnson Friday night, was
some of the appearances of incipient Fas- as smooth as they are phony.
the cause of Bob Fale's rougecism.
Vicky at the game with our SEP smeared hankchuff Saturday. Bob,
The student sincerely believes that Mer- Bill Scheu. Of course she'll be go- so we hear, is a yankee invader.
Rumor whispers that M'Lou and
cer students and students everywhere are ing out with Jack again, but we
becoming more and more aware of impending have it from various sources that Hilbert are holding hands again.
crises in our present-day civilization. Betty she has a date with Bill for the RRumour lies, says M'Lou. Good,
says McFall.
Hell, says Bryn.
Co-ed of 1938 is not only more pretty and next game.
Matt Ely, the traditional "arm- Good, says Clax.
curvacious than the 1927 flapper model, but
Short-Stuff
Rathbone
is carryer"
of
the
girls
on
the
campus
has
she is more interested in her country's foring both the torch and the baseball
eign policy; Joe College of 1938 is even tak- been snatched away by Pat Pritch- bat
for Hal Brady. (The bat being
ard — 'Tis rumored they're steadying on the appearance of a slightly Serious ing things.
the proverbial Brady equivalent of
Young Man, and doesn't dance or drink quite Among the prettier legs at a fraternity pin). The Big Bad
as much as he used to.
school, two red-heads are outstand- Wolf in this case is in the form
They realize that certain forces are mold- ing. Willi Heath and Barbara (and what a form) of Lib Leach.
ing the world today and if events follow their Drew to be more exact.
Russell, late of this column, is
natural course the world will presently find Theta-riffic Carl Good and Rosa- spotted with Bob Langford, offitself in the throes of a conflict so vast that lie Dean, with Bud Hoover and Pol- campuser. Polly Ann Young, is
the destruction of our civilization may be the ly Atwood, played the maddest also off-campusing with a six-foottennis game of the year. At least
price paid—the penalty suffered.
Open forums such as the student suggest- they called it tennis, but you know The Cuban Foothalladdies made
incredible use of over-state- a great hit at the KA party Suned for the classroom would do much to clari- their
It seems that there were no day night. They could rhumba like
fy issues and help many persons to visualize ment.
hits, no runs, apparently no noth- snakes with St. Vitus dance. L^effo
the immensity of the problems. However, in ing but a helluva lot of noise.
Levy recalled the Big Apple and
this particular instance, the second student Ye Editor and his write-hand showed himself still to be a pastthought it would be too dangerous to venture man, Diddy Hannahs, made such master of the art.
such a discussion. He feared someone would an unearthly fuss outside the press
Spite and Spit Dept.
hang a label on him, his work, and his repu- box at Tinker field, that they were
There are two things Rollins
tation if they reached some definite conclu- finally allowed to come in. They should do away with. One is eightsion.
settled down, awfully pleased with thirty classes, the other is suspenHe was right—someone would brand the themselves, to watch the game ders. We don't mean that suspenexperiment as "Red and Radical." And yet, from the superlative seats — only ders aren't useful, in fact necesif we are ever going to see through the glass to have the game called off because sary, in their place. But suspenders without the benefit of coats
clearly,_ we must take off our rose-colored of rain.
spectacles. Where is our freedom of speech Our frolicsome Rollins gals were or sweaters have the same effect
disturbed by the strong on one as does whiskey and oysters
we brag so much about? Is the threat of somewhat
silent life-guard that paid scant before breakfast.
If you know
being labeled going to prove just as adequate attention to them at Coronado.
we mean, Chisholm, Hanna,
a force as Fascism toward throttling free- Members of the Prison commit- what
Albert, and Crawford.
dom of speech ? Getting one's self labeled is tee are still groaning about a cer- Bruno's constant use of "Old
a dangerous thing among unintelligent peo- tain intense young creature who Boy" is very funny. We might
plet. Yet The Cluster feels so strongly to- took the jail situation very much to recommend an equally quaint
ward the cause of Democracy with its prin- heart. Every scene was emblaz- phrase for his further use. "Stoutciples of holding mankind to have certain in- oned on her mind forever; every fellow," and all that.
alienable rights that it is almost tempted to word of the warden was carefully (
ewhat of a let-down
voice the opinion, "Speak the Truth and let put down in her note book. "And 1 to find those beautifully phrj
the labels fall where they will." Certainly, if do they mind being here?" she words, on the new monument,
freedom is practical anywhere, it should be asked. The warden's reply was not unhappily spelled. At least w.
recorded in the notebook.
| have a comeBack now, when our [
practical in college. . . .
T h p MprpPT. rinaf^.Z^"" *.^^ y>^Ti^f\t of several people term papers come back with <
i n e m e r c e r l^iuster who epitomise Outraged American) tic notes about our spelling.

Labels—Good and Bad

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

E. PARK AVE.

WINTER PARK

Sweaters, three piece fall suits
Silks and sheer woolen sport dresses
Hose
Mexican Sandals

' / Q !IJ
.L^v-2^

Going to the Rollins
Homecoming
Game?

A '/.^'UlVhv»,
Friday, the eighteenth is a doubly important event to
everyone—Rollins Homecoming and the Ohio Wesleyan reunion. Be smartly 'turned out' in a sports outfit from Louis' sportswear department. Reasonable
prices—newest style.
Sportswear Department—Main Floor

Louis^
AT ORLANDO
"The Shop Smart Wome
Prefer."
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BLUE AND GOLD NOSES OUT FAST CUBAN TEAM
i ELEVEN EDGES
, OF HAVANA U

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

Rollins Freshman Squad Meets With First Defeat
WESLEyAN TEAM TARLETSlOW TO
FEATURES PASSES BAeY HATTERS 13-0

By Betty Machemer

Cubans Just Miss Field Goal; Basketball competition has started! The first games were played
Backs Are Speedy

Friday, November 8, between the
Gamma P'nis and Independents,

lOLLlNS FUMBLES ARE and between Chi Omegas and Pi
:OSTLY, PASSING WEAK Phis. The former was won by the
Gamma Phis 24 to 6, Skippy Arnold being high scorer, and the
By Dick Kelly
latter by the Pi Phis, Sue Pick
An over-confident Rollins eleven
making most of the baskets. Thursust managed to elce out a oneday evening at 8 o'clock the KaprtDint victory coming out on top,
pas chased the Thetas around the
-6, over a fiery Cuban team that
basketball court but couldn't hold
irought a "wealth of hard-running
them to a score of less than 46 to
acks and cat-like linemen to Tink5. Hard telling who w a s high
r Field Saturday evening.
scorer in this game as most all the
Weakened by the loss of several Thetas had her turn at the basket.
Irst string players, and lacking
The Gymkana, sponsored by the
I sustained drive, the Tars missed
ire on several occasions, as fum- Phys. Ed. Department is to be held
>les and penalties aided in check- at the Orlando Country Club
ng their occasional offensive Stables on Saturday, December 3,
at 2:30 P. M. There will be comh reals.
petition in horsemanship for beThe Cubans specialized in wide
ginners and intermediates and for
;nd sweeps and deep reverses that
advanced riders, ribbons being
;ave their speedy backs ample
awarded for first, second, and
hance to utilize their talents, as
third places. It's every one for
hey cut off yardage in g r e a t
himself in the Potato, balloon, and
hunks. Trailing 7-0 at the half
Musical chair races a n d they're
he visitors came back with a rush
sure to be hilarious fun for both
0 pound through for a touchdown
spectators and participants. For
hat sent them into a real fighting
the very advanced riders there will
lood and for the rest of the game
be jumping, which I know will
tiey constantly threatened to asprove thrilling. Every girl must
ume the lead, as they surged tohave two or more rides before the
fard the Tar goal line, only to
Gymkana to be eligible to ride in
e stopped by Giantonio, Sedlyit. Each sorority may enter as
layer, Lawton and other secondmany girls as it can and even if
tring men who ably filled their
you don't ride come out, and help
osts on their varsity assignments.
your friends along by cheering.
Guiterez, a Havana substitute, It's really going to be loads of fun.
ent a chill through the Rollins'
lartisans when he narrowly missd an attempted placement from
NOTICE
he Tar 35 yard line, the ball, perSeniors and Upper DiviThese 10 Ohio Wesleyan gridders are the most experienced men on this fall's Bishop team. All won
ectly aimed, but short, just failsion students are asked to
letters last fall. They are Jack Patterson, Toledo halfback; Bert Kessel, Baldwin, N. Y., end; Harry
ng to clear the bar. Had the kick
return their caps and gowns
Hamilton, Toledo, end; Hal Kattus, Cincinnati, guard; Les Michael, Mechanicsburg, halfback; Pete Rardin,
een just a few inches longer, Rolto Carnegie as soon as posPortsmouth, guard; Bill Jones, Clinton Ind., guard; Pat Brooks, Shaker Heights, fullback; Vic Malinovsky,
ins might have been the goats in
sible.
Avon, center, and Ed Cady, Bergenfield, N. J., tackle.
, real upset.
The game, although close, was
Dosely played, as both teams flashd a strong offensive and a weak
efensive. After being fooled comletely by the Tars triple pass and
'cak side reverse during the first
Night football is g-and for the Greetin' Grover Whalen green with
alf, the Cubans soon learned to
players, but a little tough on the envy, as they pounced on the perBy Wendy Davi;
-atch for the switches, and comspectators, unless th;y remember spiring warrior, smothered him
letely smothered these plays to(and we didn't) to take along some with hugs and kisses in the best
ward the end. The speed of the
newspapers or somsth eg to pui Hollywood manner, and half-carHIS COLUMN always_ welcomes news of top notch sporting events.
luban secondary was especially
on those dew-moistened teats. Or ried him to a blanket, where they
During the past week came news of one of the most tremendous
pparent as they backed up th(
don't you mind?
really went to work on him.
undertakings ever contemplated in the gridiron world, a touch football
ne, or cut across field to head off
game—rightly termed a potential "battle of the century"—between
ar backs who might have gottei
Yet, with all their emotionalism,
We expected the Havana boys
the '"Herculean Historians" of Dr. Rhea Smith and the "Fighting
way for long gains against slow
those boys really played a crashFinanciers" of Dean Arthur D. Enyart. Although the event will be to be colorful but we were hardly
r opponents.
ing game of footoball, and we can't
prepared
for
those
maroon
a
n
d
staged sometime in the future, probably following the regular football
Ip but admire their utter sinLittle Sammy Hardman, his bad season, interest ALONG THE SIDELINES has been keen since the white satin outfits. Football teams'
nkle taped like an Egyptian mum announcement of the game last week.
uniforms are beginning to m a k e cerity. When they missed a tackle,
ly, grabbed the spotlight for thi
some of the old style musical com- they felt badly about it. . . when
It all started like this. Dr. Smith, always an ardent gridiron
they made a nice gain, they were
'ars as he slipped and twisted for
edy costumes look drab.
in the clouds. Some of our own
mg gains, getting away from as enthusiast, has a class in History (we don't know too much about it,
lany as four tacklers who ap- it's been a problem this fall) that contains most of the varsity
The Tars finally made a point boys would do well to have a litarently had him pinned. Sam footballers of McDowall. Dean Enyart also holds hands with some of after touchdown by a placement tle of the spirit those visitors
McDowall's
maulers
in
his
Corporation
Finance
jobbie.
But
Dr.
Smith
lade the lone Tar tally on his
kick after fourteen (yes, we said showed.
wn, as he ran wide at right end felt that his boys, probably because they're so thick, could like the 14) failures. "If at first you don't
id burst past his interference to tar out of the Dean's dummies, so a week ago he sent a written succeed," etc.
•oss the goal standing up. Hal challenge to the Dean and company for a game in touch football,
rady's perfect kick proved to be 'if they so dared."
The band tried to make the boys
The Dean's dummies were up in arms. Theirbrilliance had been from Cuba feel at home as they
le margin of victory in what
threatened. The following note was returned signed in fresh blood. played "La Cucaracha" and other
The Kappa Alpha fraternity was
any believed would be a rout.
Buck Johnson came through "The flashy Financiers accept with excessive pleasure your rash in- Latin airs, while Bob Belden per- host to the University of Havana
ith another group of coffin-cor- vitation to let us show you our superiority ANY TIME."
formed an excellent stationary football team and Rollins students
The Dean's dummies then drew up a balance sheet. They totaled rhumba.
at an informal dance Sunday night.
:r boots, one of which went out
The dance was held outside on the
side the five-yard line* The Tars' their assets with a result of eight men able to play. Liabilities found
issing attack proved inept, four were "Rockefeller" Turk on crutches, "J. S. Morgan" Daugherty, alias
The boys also started to give out tile dance floor behind the Kappa
It of four attempts being in- "Ollie the Big Trust," out with a bad leg, and, one "InsuU" Lichten- with "Flat Foot Floogie" . . . . Alpha house. Music was furnished
stein, ti'iple threat ballet dancer, out with a bad case of "grape fruit- upon which the versatile Mr. Bel- by a phonograph.
mpleted.
itis." So the so-called "Fighting Financiers" backed out for an im- den switched to a m i l d bit of
mediate game.
truckin'.
On paper, the Herculean Historians are a powerhouse that shouldn't be stopped. Led by John Adams Daugherty (the Will) and EdDick Turk showed up on t h e
ward Everette Hale Levy, at ends, Lum and Abner Thompson (we bench, in the latest model ankle- Late model used cars of all
don't know where he came from) tackle, Mussolini Soldati, John Law wraps and crutches. The crutches makes and models. We have
(Continued from page 1)"
Justice, George Washington Hayes (he never told a lie), and King
liege's Shell Island camp, drive Richard Dennis, at guards. Napoleon Bouton at center, the Historians made Ed Levy a very comfortable on display now 3 h i g h
grade convertible coupes.
er to the college's cottage on the have a strong line—in fact their "line" has so far fooled their eminent back rest.
ean at Coronado Beach, or be coach. Smith, into passing marks at mid-term. Probably the standDuring the third quarter we
own through citrus groves, pack- outs in the "line" are Levy and Hayes, whose eligibility will probably
went over and stood behind t h e
g plants and similar points of in- be questioned by the opposing coach, Enyart.
Cuban bench, attracted by the wild
vest in and around Orlando.
The Herculean Historians possess as historic a backfield as ever cheers, jeers and gesticulations of
The Ohio Wesleyan football parstepped on the white striped greensward. In fact, Zupiter Mclnnis, the visitor's subs. Whatever else
is scheduled to entrain Saturday
We buy and sell
a star in any language, is probably the most historic relic that H. G. might be said of the Cubans we'll
ternoon for the return trip to
"Better Used Cars"
Wells ever uncovered. Honest Abe Cetrulo, Rodney the Rock Brady, offer to fight anyone with cap
ilaware, Ohio.
Eric the Red Gillespie and Jefferson Davis round out the backfield. pistols at 60 paces if they say
42-48 N. GARLAND
PHONE 4626
Although the Herculean Historians appear to be stronger on those boys lacked enthusiasm.
paper, their coach, the Dean of Men, has long standing experience with
Central Florida's only complete
eligibility rules. His ability in this department of play might cause a
Every player coming o f f t h o inside display of
LOST AND FOUND
default on the part of the Herculean Historians. However, Dr. Smith, field was met by a reception com"Better Used Cars"
conscious of this fact, was very careful with his "relics," passing one mittee that would h a v e turned
Found: A man's brown
and all, upon which his so-called relics promptly dropped to the floor
tweed suit coat.
Lost: Belonging to Anne
Anthony, a leather zipper
A proposed swimming meet hetween the two classes was turned
notebook, two books . . . "You
down because of the advance practice sessions held by the Dean's
and I" and "The Hall of
dummies, who, according to reports, are quite proficient in this dunkMan", and three one act
ing department. The Dean's dummies, however, are hoping for rain
FOR BETTER HEALTH
plays.
when this "battle of the centuries" takes places, for it is said that
, Lost: A pair of pink horn
lubmarine plays are decidedly on the asset side
rimmed glasses.
Lost: Blue change purse
WASHING—POLISHING
containing $8.00.
COMPLETE LUBRICATION
All inquiries should be
Fountain Service
•nade at the office of the secReservations
720 Orange Ave.
retary of the student deans,
Phone 6956
second floor, Carnegie.
E. Park & Fairbanks
Winter Park

Along The Sidelines

Highlights of Havana Game

T

Kappa Alpha Is Host
to tl. of Havana Team

•DK Entertains
Wesleyan Team

"Better Used Cars"

Pat Brooks, Fullback, Con- Les Harnage Leads Stetson
nects on 58 Out of 104
"B" Team to Victory
Thrown
SCORES MADE ON PASSES
COFFIN-CORNER KICKER
DELAWARE, 0., Nov. 15—Ohio
Wesleyan's football team, which
faces the Rollins Tars on Friday
night has one of the finest forward
passers in Ohio college football.
He is Edwin Prugh "Pat" Brooks,
husky 19o-pound fullback, who not
only can throw the ball but who is
one of the ablest punters in Ohio.
Brooks, a senior, throws a "soft"
pass, the kind that not only hit the
mark but are easy to catch. Many
a passer can throw strikes to his
receivers but the bullet-like missiles carom off the outstretched
fingers because of the speed with
which they are thrown.
Ohio Wesleyan is a passing
team. For years it has been a
power in midwest football because
of its aerial attack. It has beaten
Michigan and Syracuse. In recent
years the college's material has not
been up to par, and the team's winning record has dropped, but the
Battling Bishops continue to provide startling upsets because of
their dangerous passing.
Brooks is the latest in a long
string of fine Ohio Wesleyan pass
throwers and is perhaps the best
of the bunch. His closest rival was
John Turley, who several years
ago was named on the Associated
P-ress' so-called "little" all-American eleven. Turley later starred
with the Pittsburgh Pirates' pro
team.
His sensational passing beat a
powerful Miami (of Ohio) team
here several weeks ago, 20 to 16,
in what newspapers termed the
greatest Ohio college gridiron upset of the season. Brooks threw
two touchdown passes and ran for
a third when he faked a pass and
crossed up the opposition by tucking the ball under his arm and
galloping goalward.
In his punting he is as good. One
punt, against Cincinnati, went 70
yards from the line of scrimmage.
othe
out
the
five-yard and three-yard lines.
Faced with an exceedingly large
crop this season, Florida celery
growers plan to employ a national
advertising campaign rather than
turning to some form of federal
control or pact which tried last
year proved unsatisfactory.

CAN'T
FIND IT?
GO TO
BUMBY'S

Coach Frank "Pappy" Daunis*
previously undefeated Tarlets went
down to defeat before an aerial
minded Stetson "B" aggregation
Monday afternoon in Deland when
Les Harnage of the Baby Hatters
put on a one man show in leading
his team to a 13-0 victory.
Harnage passed to Ed Hughes,
end, for the first score two plays
before the end of the first half,
and counted again via the air
route for the second touchdown
early in the third period.
An intercepted pass thrown by
Jeff Kennedy set up the first Hatter score as Ben Smith picked the
pigskin out of the air on the Rollins 40 and raced to the Tar eight
where Kennedy's last minute tackle
stopped him. On the following
play, Harnage dropped back to nail
Narnage in the end one, the burly
Hatter end nabbing the ball out of
the hands of two Tar defenders.
Lamb kicked the extra point.
Shortly after the third period
opened. Stetson scored again. Following an exchange of punts, the
Baby Hatters received the ball en
their own 45. Harnage and Lamb
divided the ball carrying duties in
picking up two first downs the
Rollins 32. Harnage then passed
to Shadburn in the left halfback
Rollins secondary and that worthy
outraced the Tar safety man to
score standing up. Lamb kicked
the extra point, but Stetson was
offside, and on the next attempt,
the placement was wide.
The victory by Stetson evened
the series at one all, the Tarlets
winning the firt encounter here,
7-6. A third and deciding game is
now being planned.
(Continued on page 6)

RAY GREENE
—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400

100 Park Ave.

AMERICAN
Launderers

Dry Cleaners

CAMPUS AGENTS
The Jos. Bumby Hardware
Co.
Orlando
102 W. Church
Phone 6104

Winter Park
108 Park Ave.
Phone 9

Rick Gillispie
Ollie Daugherty

Jim Cumbie Cars

REMEMBER THE TARS!
Buy a

SOUVENIR PROGRAM

BOWL

•
ORLANDO BOWLING CENTER

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE

AT THE GAME FRIDAY NIGHT

Salesmen at the gate

THE

six
Chi Omega Pledges
Entertain At Tea

GEN. ANDREWS
(Continued from Page 3)
mand an unconditional surrender,
thus continuing the historic precedents established by Washington
at Yorktown and by Grant at Appomatox. "His argument was based
largely upon the mental effect upon the minds of the German people of an unconditional surrender,
compared with that of a negotiated armistice. His recommendation
was rejected largely upon the
ground that such terms would not
be accepted by Germany, and that
the war would then continue. We

Plain manicure
Hot oil manicure

50
75

For the discriminating—

Glycerated manicure $1.00

PIERSON'S
Beauty Shop
346 E. Park Ave.
Phone 113

FRANCE S M E O

Chi Omega pledges entertained
at tea Sunday afternoon at the
Chi Omega House, the pledges of
other campus sororities, and the
actives of Chi Omega. Hostesses Dr. Feuerstein, Head of Modincluded the Misses Virginia Stout, ern Languages, i s Chairman
Barbara
Drew, Marion Russ,
Jacqueline Campbell, Betty Wat- O P E N TO M E N S T U D E N T S
son, Ann Kruse, and Lynn Naught.
now know that the condition of
the German army was such that
our demand for an unconditional
surrender would have been accepted."
Others participating in the services were the Rev. W. Keith Chidester, who read the invocation, Profesor Howard Bailey, who r e a d
the commemorative poem, *'A. D.
1919" by Brian Hooker, William
E. Scheu, president of the Rollins
Student Association, who read the
Armistice Day Proclamation of the
President of the United States,
Dean Arthur D. Enyart, who pronounced the benediction, Bruce
Dougherty, tenor, Herman F. Siewert, organist, and members of the

"Meet Your Old Friends
in New Clothes"

THE LITTLE GOWN SHOP
785 N. ORANGE AVE.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

CLAUDE HERRINGTON

"CAL" LANGSTON

HERRINGTON-LANGSTON

Dr. Richard Feuerstein, Professor of Modern Languages at Rollins College and Chairman of the
American Field Service Fellowships for French Universities has
released the following information
concerning the fellowships to be
awarded under the auspices of the
Institute of International Education:
Shortly after the World war an
organization known as the American Field Service Fellowships for
French Universities was established "to provide an enduring memorial to the one hundred and twentyseven Field Service men who gave
their lives to the cause."
Each year a limited number of
awards are made under the auspices of the Institute of International Education to candidates selected from among the graduates
of American colleges and universities, carrying a stipend of $1,400
and tenable for one year. A candidate may choose his field and
place of study but usually the fellowships will be granted only for
the pursuit of advanced study in
the field in which the cai^didate
has already shown proficiency.
Men graduates of Rollins College
who can meet the requirements
and who are interested in the
American Field Service Fellowships should apply for nomination
to the Committee for Foreign Fellowships at Eollins College, n o t
later than December 3.
Chapel Choir. President Holt presided at the service.
Also attendin g in a body were
the members of the Orlando Post
of the American Legion as special
guests of the College.

ROLLINS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16j[j3S

S^NPSPUR

BISHOPS WILL
MEET ROLLINS
(Continued from page 1)
and banquets, are all part and
parcel in the frivolous setting.
But the highlight of it all is
the battle of Tars vs. Bishops.
It is not fitting to say merely that
the boys of Jack McDowall a n d
George Gauthier are ready. Rollins
has awaited the invasion of the
highly respected Wesleyans all
year, in fact since their 26-13
trouncing in the third Tar game
of last year. The Wesleyans have
started slow, but lately have shifted into high gear. The reason for
their slow inception has been inexperience due to the loss of star
seniors last year.
Injuries may hamper the p a r
strength of Rollins; but the determination and ability of remaining
well members of the small squad
will more than make up for the
boys on the sidelines. Dick Turk,
Little Entente center of last season and a Ohio product himself,
will be forced to give way to John
Giantonio, an Ohioan in his own
right, and Paul Bouton, reserve
pivotman, because of a broken bone
in his right foot contracted in the
Newberry contest. Earl Brankert,
plucky blocking back and placement kicker extraordinary, will
also be out of action due to a
shoulder separation. Sprained ankles, Charley horses and other less
serious hurts are spread throughout the squad, but will not cause
any other forced benching.
McDowall's 1938 edition hit the
high roads in their very first game
against Stetson University, c o nquerors of Florida. The team continued its galloping gait the following week in a 54-0 walkaway
over little South Georgia State.
The two previous spectacular successes were washed away in the
next engagement when Oglethorpe's fighting Stormy Petrels
upset the McDowall'Iess team, 196, in an away game which found
the Tars napping.

Rollins, then, despite some contrary criticism, played gallantly
against Miami University, and although loser to the tune of 399-0,
began an upward march which it
is hoped by Tar supporters will
reach its height this week-end
against Ohio Wesleysn. Rollins
two weeks ago beat a strong Newberry outfit, 36-0, and last Saturday night held a highly geared
offensive
Havana
aggregation
with second stringers to win, 7-6.

TARLETS BOW
TO HAHERS
(Continued from page 5)

Although Rollins will probably
open the Ohio game on the £:hort
end of the odds, the team will be
in better shape than when it met
the Bishops a year ago for the
first time. Aided by a small but
brilliant group of sophomores,
namely, June Lingei-felt, end, Mel
Clanton and Chappie
Lawton,
tackles, Giantonio, center, Sammy
Hardman, Lou Bethea, and Clyde
Jones, backs, the team has been
improved materially. The loss of
few seniors last year plus the
added experience of juniors and
seniors of a year ago must also be
taken into pre-game consideration.
Ohio Wesleyan, on the other
hand, lost many seniors, and although, too, abetted by a large and
powerful bunch of iirst year gridsters, have been handicapped until recently by t i e team as a whole
being inexperienced. This, however, has been the visitors' handicap in "big time" competition.
The Wesleyans have in Pat
Brooks, hefty fullback, one of the
hardest running backs, as well as
an expert passer, in Ohio football
circles. Leading its heavy line
forces is V i c Malinovsky, center,
whose prowess on the gridiron has
earned him the title of being Ohio's
m o s t highly regarded pivotman.
Brooks is not alone in backfield
support, nor is Malinovsk7 in line
backing, as the squad of 34 men
will surely attest Friday night.
That Ohio Wesleyan will prove the
strongest Rollins contender this
season, with the possible exception
of Miami, will undoubtedly ba verified when the two aggregations
meet.
McDowall plans to send his
strongest eleven into the fray at

the outset. Marring possible last
minute changes, this will find
Lingerfelt and Bill Daugherty,
ends, Warren Hume and Mel Clanton, tackles, Don Ogilvie and Soc
Soldati, guards, Giantonio, center,
Joe Justice, Ollie Daugherty, Rick
Gillespie and Buck Johnson, backs.
Lingerfelt and Daugherty will be
asked to stand 60 minute service
if possible, while Hume will be
spared at the tackles in case either
of the two flankmen need relief.
Carl Thompson will once again resume action as his favorite tackle
spot, along with Chappie Lawton.
Bob Hayes, Jack Justice, Al Swan
and Wes Dennis await their turn
at the guards, while Bouton will
split the minutes with Giantonio at
center.
After another brilliant performance, Hardman, speedy climax runner, will undoubtedly see plenty of

Although Rollins outrushed ana
accounted for one more first downs
than their rivals, they were unable
to penetrate the scoring zonea
when in Stetson territory. Daunis'
lads held the edge in the first per.
iod and forced Stetson into a kick,
ing duel, with Kennedy and Mer.
\ Iin Mitchell outpunting Harnage.
As the second stanza opened,
Klingle of Stetson fumbled on the
Tar 45, and John Giantonio re.
covered for the Tarlets. Mitchell
made five on a single reverse to
the right, and Kennedy picked up
two into the center of the line,
Billy Middlebrooks, on a double reverse, raced for 18 yards and a
first down, the Tars seemingly on
the march. However, on the next
play Stetson's forwards were in
fast, and aided by poor timing in
the backfield, pounced on Mitchell's
fumble on the 33. From that point
on, Stetson took command.
The Rollins line outrushed the
Baby Hatter frontier, but poor
handling in the Tarlet backfield
stopped the Tarlet attack. Sloppy
pass defensive work on the part of
Rollins was costly as Harnage
found receivers uncovered througli
out the game. On both scoring
plays, Hughes and Shadburn, however, were covered, but managei]
to snatch the ball out of the hands
of the Rollins secondary.
The Tarlet center trio of Giantonio, Doyle Darnold and Franl
Grundler once again were granits
defensively, and on many occasion;
opened large holes in the middle ol
the Stetson line. Bob McCorHf
and Ed Neidt, tackles, were especially strong on defense.
action, with Snooks Mclnnis, equal
ly a climax runner, pairing witl
the "mighty mite." Hal Brady wil
break in at the blocking back role
while Jones will test his skill al
the spinner.

Central Florida's Finest Restaurant

13 N. Orange Avenue
DIAL 7505

eword

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

The Economy and Yellow Cab of Orlando is at
your service. Rates from Rollins College to Orlando
at 20c per passenger; or from our office to Rollins
20c per passenger.
Rates for private cars and trips gladly given.
Careful and courteous drivers.

ECONOMY & YELLOW CAB, INC.
61 N. Orange Ave.
The Down Town Service Station, corner Washington and Orange in the center of everything has facilities for your car. Expert service men. Drive in
and let us serve you.
Your business will be appreciated.

c

DOWN TOWN SERVICE
Corner Washington & Orange
Orlando

^^killful

It is the RIGHT COMBINATION of mild ripe
home-grown and aromatic Turkish . . . the
world's best cigarette tobaccos . . . that makes
Chesterfield diflferent from all other cigarettes.

Dickson - Ives
THE WOMAN'S STORE

You'll Cheer

And it's the skillful blending of
these tobaccos with each o t h e r . . . for
flavor, for aroma, for mildness and
for taste, that has made Chesterfield
the cigarette in which millions of smokers
find a new pleasure in smoking.

Winning Line-up
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COATS
SUITS
SWEATERS
SKIRTS
DRESSES
FORMALS
MILLINERY

•
•

SHOES
ACCESSORIES

is the word that best describes
Chesterfield's can't-be-copied blend

hesterfield
the blend that can't be copied
.,.a

Four Floors of Smart Fashions
Copyright 1938. LIGGETT & MYEES TOBACCO CO.

HAPPY COMBINATION of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos
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